Stability Criterion for Mass Oscillation in the Surge Tank of a Hydropower Station Considering Velocity Head and Throttle Loss
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Abstract: Surge tanks (STs) are important facilities for ensuring the safety of hydropower stations. Reducing the ST size under the premise of ensuring stable mass oscillations within the ST is the main issue. First, according to the basic equations of the mass oscillation for a hydropower station with an ST, a novel expression of the critical stability section of an ST is deduced considering the velocity head and throttle loss. Then, the sensitivity of each influencing factor of the proposed stability criterion is analyzed. Ultimately, through the simulation of small oscillation transients in two case studies, the water level oscillations (WLOs) in an ST based on three stability criteria are compared. The results show that a 20% smaller ST in a hydropower station may result in 10.4% larger oscillations and a 60% smaller ST in a pumped storage power station may result in 14.3% larger oscillations. Compared with the Thoma criterion and the Chinese specification criterion, the stability criterion proposed in this paper can safely reduce the size of the ST since it considers the influence of the velocity head and throttle loss. The proposed stability criterion can provide an important reference for the optimal design of the STs.
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1. Introduction

To accelerate the construction of an environmentally friendly, safe and efficient modern energy system, China has formulated a development target of 60 million kilowatts from conventional hydropower stations and 60 million kilowatts from pumped-storage power stations during the 13th Five-Year Plan period [1], indicating that the vigorous construction of hydropower projects in China will continue in the future. However, if the power load changes or an accident-induced load rejection occurs, water hammer will be caused, the pressure pipelines and units of a power station may be damaged, threatening the safety and stability of the power station [2–5]. Surge tank (ST) is an effective engineering facility for water hammer protection. If properly sized, it will reduce the amplitude of pressure fluctuations by reflecting the incoming water hammer waves, thereby reducing acceleration or deceleration in the penstock and avoiding the transmission of transient pressures into the tunnel. Moreover, an ST can also improve the regulation and governing performance of the hydropower station and the pumped-storage power station. However, a large quantity of excavation and lining are necessary in the construction of STs, leading to high investment. Therefore, reducing the ST size under the premise of ensuring stable mass oscillations within the ST has become the focus of research.

In 1904, Thoma [6] first discovered the instability of water level oscillation (WLO) in the ST of the Heimbach hydropower station in Germany. In 1910, in his doctoral thesis,
based on ideal assumptions, he systematically proposed the oscillation stability condition for STs, which is now known as the Thoma stability criterion. Based on Thoma’s work, Calame, Gaden, Jaeger and Frank subsequently studied the stability of different types of STs and its influencing factors and proposed corresponding correction formulas \([7,8]\). In 1970, Svee \([9]\) pointed out that the Thoma criterion ignored the influence of the velocity head; as a result, the design of an ST for a power station with a short pressure headrace tunnel may be conservative. Seve thus proposed a new stability criterion that considers the turbine efficiency and changes in the velocity head at the bottom of the ST and is capable of significantly reducing the size of the ST required for stable operation. However, the formula of the Svee stability criterion is quite complex. Furthermore, Leknes \([10]\) performed small oscillation numerical simulations of the Kvinen power station in southern Norway and found that, if the Svee stability criterion is used to design the ST size, the WLO of the ST may not be stable. Combined with the comprehensive characteristic curve of the turbine, Dong \([11]\) proposed a formula for the critical stability section of the ST considering the influence of the speed governing system and pointed out that the cross-sectional size required for ST stability can be smaller than that of the Thoma criterion by reasonably selecting the speed governor parameters. Anderson \([12]\) studied the stability of the ST in a pumped-storage power station after considering both the friction losses in the pipeline and ST and the junction losses. Lai et al. \([13]\) used the T-junction head loss formula proposed by Gardel to represent the head loss at the junction between the riser and the tunnel and analyzed the influence of the velocity head and momentum exchange at the junction on the stable section of the downstream throttled ST. Guo et al. \([14]\) established a mathematical model of a high-order hydraulic-governor system considering the water inertia of penstock and speed governor characteristics and proposed a critical stability section formula for STs. In 2015, Vereide \([15]\) discussed the latest research on Austrian throttled STs and Norwegian air cushion STs and compared the two ST designs with engineering examples. In the same year, Teng \([16]\) studied the stability of a power station system with two STs connected in series with that of a diversion tunnel and compared the influence of the cross-sectional area of the ST and the water flow inertia within the diversion pipe on the stability of the hydraulic-governor system under two schemes: Two upstream STs and a single ST. Yu et al. \([17]\) established a theoretical analysis model for small oscillation stability and a time domain simulation model for small oscillation transient processes when the hydropower station is jointly operated; additionally, the stability and regulation quality of a single hydropower station under either joint operation or isolated operation were compared and analyzed through numerical simulations. Guo \([18]\) proposed the concept of critical stable sectional area of ST under primary frequency regulation and pointed out that the critical stable sectional area of ST and governor parameters jointly determine the distributions of the system’s stability state. Moreover, he also systematically reviewed the relevant literature on the critical stable section of the ST based on hydraulic transients and hydraulic–mechanical–electrical coupling transients \([19]\). Considering the interconnected operating effect of two hydropower plants, Yu \([20]\) analyzed the impact of the cross-sectional area of STs on the stable region. The results show that when a hydropower plant accounts for a large proportion of the total system output, the cross-sectional area of the ST needs to be accurately designed; while when the capacity of a hydropower plant is less than 1/3 of the total system capacity, the system can remain highly stable even if its size is considerably smaller than that corresponding to the Thoma criterion. Guo \([21]\) proposed the critical stability section of ST considering power grid, which contains four terms reflecting the effect of headrace tunnel, penstock, governor and power grid, respectively. However, this formula seems to be inconvenient to apply for the preliminary design because it involves more influencing factors and some of their values are difficult to determine in the preliminary design stage. Considering that the nonlinearity of the head loss of a diversion tunnel and the steady output of the turbine are ignored in the Thoma criterion, Zhu \([22]\) proposed three improved formulas for the critical-sectional area of an ST. These formulas considering both the nonlinearity of the head loss of the diversion...
tunnel and the steady output of the turbine can be expressed as an amplification coefficient multiplied by the Thoma criterion and have higher precision. Based on the coupling effects of the system and the physical meaning of the superimposed magnitude, Yang [23] derived a new formula of critical stable cross-sectional areas of STs considering the turbine characteristics and layouts of hydropower plants. The above studies demonstrate that considerable progress has been made in research on the operational stability of STs and numerous stability criteria of STs that consider various influencing factors have emerged. However, some criteria are too complicated for designers to use. For example, some criteria require known turbine characteristics and speed governor parameters, which are difficult to determine at the preliminary design stage and are therefore not suitable for engineering practice. Moreover, in the Thoma criterion and other existing criteria, only the head losses in the penstock and the diversion tunnel are considered, whereas the head loss of the water flowing into and out of the throttled orifice of the ST is ignored. Moreover, when this local head loss is considered, it is not suitable to include the whole velocity head at the bottom of the ST.

In this paper, the headrace ST of a hydropower station is taken as the research object. Through a theoretical derivation, a novel expression of the critical stability section of the ST is established considering the influences of the throttled orifice and the velocity head at the bottom of the ST. The proposed criterion is simple and easy for designers to use. Based on the proposed ST stability criterion, a sensitivity analysis is carried out for each influencing factor. Finally, through the numerical simulation of the small oscillation transient process of a hydropower station, the practicability of the ST stability criterion proposed in this paper is tested and a comparative study is performed with the Thoma stability criterion and the criterion used in the Chinese specification. The results of this work have important guiding significance for reasonably reducing both the design size of the ST and the engineering investment.

2. Basic Equations of the Mass Oscillation in an ST

Because the WLO in a simple ST without a riser is large while the attenuation is very slow during the large oscillation transient processes, the required design size of an ST is generally large and thus such simple riser-less STs have rarely been used in engineering practice. Instead, the design of a throttled ST with a riser is commonly used, a schematic diagram of which is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a hydropower station with a throttled ST.](image-url)
2.1. Continuity Equation

Assuming that the water in both the tunnel and the ST is incompressible and rigid, the continuity of the water can be given as [24–26]

\[ Q = Q_T + Q_S = V_T A_T + A_S \frac{dZ_S}{dt} \]  

(1)

where \( Q, Q_T \) and \( Q_S \) are the turbine discharge, the discharge into the headrace tunnel and the discharge into and out of the ST, respectively, \( m^3/s; V_T \) and \( A_T \) are the average velocity of the headrace tunnel, \( m/s \) and its cross-sectional area, \( m^2 \), respectively; \( A_S \) is the ST cross-sectional area, \( m^2 \); \( Z_S \) is the vertical distance (positive downward) from the water level of the ST to the static water level of the upper reservoir, \( m \); and \( t \) denotes time, \( s \).

2.2. Dynamic Equation

Taking the water body between sections 4-4 and 5-5 in Figure 1 as the control body, according to the momentum theorem,

\[ P_4 A_4 - P_3 A_3 + \rho g L_S A_S - \tau \pi D_S L_S = \frac{d(\rho L_S A_S V_S)}{dt} \]  

(2)

where the first and second terms on the left side of the equation are the surface pressures of sections 4-4 and 5-5, respectively; the third and fourth terms on the left side of the equation are the weight of the water body and the wall friction of the ST, respectively. \( \rho L_S A_S V_S = \rho L_S Q_S \) denotes the momentum of the water body in the ST, where \( P_4 \) and \( P_3 \) are the water surface pressure and the bottom pressure of the ST, respectively, \( Pa; A_4 = A_5 = A_S; L_S \) is the water depth in the ST, \( m; \tau = \frac{\rho f_S V_S^2}{8 A_S^3} \) is the shear stress, \( Pa; f_S \) is the loss coefficient of the ST; \( V_S \) is the water velocity in the ST, \( m/s; D_S \) is the cross-sectional diameter of the ST, \( m; \rho \) is the water density, \( kg/m^3 \); and \( g \) is the gravitational constant of acceleration, \( m/s^2 \).

Substituting \( A_4 = A_5 = A_S \) and \( \tau_0 = \frac{\rho f_S Q_S^2}{8 A_S^3} \) into Equation (2) yields

\[ P_4 A_S - P_3 A_S + \rho g L_S A_S - \frac{\rho f_S L_S Q_S^2}{2 D_S A_S} = \rho \left( Q_S \frac{dL_S}{dt} + L_S \frac{dQ_S}{dt} \right) = \rho \left( \frac{Q_S^2}{A_S} + L_S \frac{dQ_S}{dt} \right) \]  

(3)

Dividing both sides of Equation (3) by \( \rho g A_S \),

\[ \frac{L_S}{g A_S} \frac{dQ_S}{dt} = \frac{P_4}{g A_S} - \frac{P_3}{g A_S} + L_S - \frac{f_S L_S Q_S^2}{2 g D_S A_S^3} = \frac{Q_S^2}{g A_S} \]  

(4)

Because \( L_S = Z_4 - Z_5 \), substituting the total water heads in sections 4-4 and 5-5

\[ (H_4 = Z_4 + \frac{P_4}{g A_S} + h_v^4 \text{ and } H_5 = Z_5 + \frac{P_5}{g A_S} + h_v^5, \text{ where } h_v^4 = h_v^5 = h_v) \text{ into Equation (4) yields} \]

\[ \frac{L_S}{g A_S} \frac{dQ_S}{dt} = H_4 - H_5 - \frac{f_S L_S Q_S^2}{2 g D_S A_S^3} = \frac{Q_S^2}{g A_S} \]  

(5)

where \( H_4 \) and \( H_5 \) are the total water heads in sections 4-4 and 5-5, respectively, \( m; Z_4 \) and \( Z_5 \) are the altitudes of sections 4-4 and 5-5, respectively, \( m; h_v = a_v V^2_2 \) is the section velocity head, \( m; \) and \( a_v = k \) is the velocity head coefficient, in which, \( k \) is the kinetic energy correction factor and usually takes a value of 0.7–1.0.

If the water body between upper reservoir sections 1-1 and 4-4 in Figure 1 is taken as the control body, the momentum equations of the headrace tunnel and the ST can be obtained:

\[ \frac{L_S}{g A_S} \frac{dQ_S}{dt} + \frac{L_T}{g A_T} \frac{dQ_T}{dt} = H_1 - h_{w_1} - h_{2-5} - H_4 - a_S V_S^2 \]  

(6)
where $L_T$ is the length of the pressure headrace tunnel, m; $H_1$ is the total water head of upper reservoir section 1-1, m; $h_{w0}$ is the water head loss of the headrace tunnel (including the friction loss and local loss), m; $h_{2-5}$ is the local head loss between sections 2-2 and 3-3 (water flowing through the ST), m; and $\alpha_s = \frac{1}{8} \left(1 + \frac{L_T}{2H_1}\right)$.

In general, $L_T \gg L_S$ and $A_S > A_T$. Thus, substituting $H_1 = Z_1 + \frac{P_1}{\rho g} + h_{\epsilon 1}$ into Equation (6) and ignoring the difference between the atmospheric pressure at upper reservoir sections 1-1 and 4-4 of the ST, the velocity head of section 1-1 (i.e., $h_{\epsilon 1} = 0$) and the quadratic term of the small $V_S$, the above formula can be simplified to:

$$\frac{L_T}{8A_T} \frac{dQ_T}{dt} = Z_S - h_w - h_{2-5} - h_{\epsilon 4}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

### 2.3. Speed Governor Equation

Assuming that the speed governor is absolutely sensitive, the governor can act quickly to ensure that the turbine output does not change when the turbine discharge and head changes are small and the turbine efficiency remains the same during the turbine regulation process [22,27–29]. Thus,

$$Q_0[H_0 - h_{w0} - (h_{2-3})_0 - h_{m0}] = Q(H_0 - Z_S + h_v + h_{5-3} - h_m)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $Q_0$ is the turbine discharge under steady flow conditions, $m^3/s$; $h_{w0}$, $(h_{2-3})_0$ and $h_{m0}$ are the head loss of the pressure headrace tunnel, the local head loss between sections 2-2 and 3-3 (water flowing through the ST) and the total head loss of the penstock downstream of the ST when the turbine discharge is $Q_0$, respectively, m; $h_{5-3}$ is the local head loss between sections 5-5 and 3-3 (water flowing out of the ST), m; and $h_m$ is the total head loss for the penstock downstream of the ST, m.

### 3. Solving for the Stable Section of the ST

For small oscillations, $Q = Q_0 + \Delta Q$. Ignoring the quadratic term of $\Delta Q$, the head loss of the penstock can be expressed as:

$$h_m = h_{m0} \left(\frac{Q_0 + \Delta Q}{Q_0}\right)^2 \approx h_{m0} \left(1 + \frac{2\Delta Q}{Q_0}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\Delta Q$ is the minute discharge change, $m^3/s$.

Similarly, $h_w = \alpha_w(V_{T0} + \Delta V_T)^2 \approx h_{w0} + 2\alpha_w V_{T0} \Delta V_T$, $h_v \approx h_{v0} + 2\alpha_v V_{T0} \Delta V_T = h_{v0} + \frac{2h_{v0}\Delta V_T}{V_{T0}}$; in addition, because the flows into and out of the ST under small oscillations are small, there is an approximate relationship as follows: $h_{5-3} \approx (h_{5-3})_0 \approx (h_{2-3})_0 - (h_{2-3})_0$ [30]. Substituting the above relations and Equation (9) into Equations (1) and (8) yields:

$$\Delta Q = A_S \frac{dx}{dt} + A_T \Delta V_T$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\Delta Q = \frac{Q_0 x - 2A_T h_{v0} \Delta V_T}{H_1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $\alpha_w$ is the headrace tunnel loss coefficient; $\Delta V_T$ is the minute velocity change in the headrace tunnel, $m/s$; $x = Z_S - h_{w0} - (h_{2-3})_0 - h_{\epsilon 0}$, and $H_1 = H_0 - h_{w0} - (h_{2-3})_0 - 3h_{m0}$.

Combining Equations (10) and (11) yields:

$$\Delta V_T = Cx + D \frac{dx}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $C = \frac{Q_0}{A_T(H_1 + 2h_{v0})}$ and $D = -\frac{A_S H_1}{A_T(H_1 + 2h_{v0})}$. 
According to Equation (12), $\frac{dV_T}{dt} = \frac{d\Delta V_T}{dt} = C \frac{dx}{dt} + D \frac{d^2x}{dt^2}$ and $h_{2-5} = \alpha_k (V_{T0} + \Delta V_T)^2 \approx (h_{2-5})_0 + 2\alpha_k V_{T0} \Delta V_T$. Substituting the above relations and Equation (12) into Equation (7) yields

$$\frac{d^2x}{dt^2} + M \frac{dx}{dt} + Nx = 0 \quad (13)$$

where $M = \frac{2gV_{T0}}{L_T} (\alpha_w + \alpha_k + \alpha_v) - \frac{Q_0}{A_T H_1}$; $N = \frac{gA_T(H_1+2h_{m0})}{L_T A_T H_1} \left[ 1 - \frac{2Q_0 V_{T0}}{A_T(H_1+2h_{m0})} (\alpha_w + \alpha_k + \alpha_v) \right]$; and $\alpha_k$ is the loss coefficient of the ST.

Equation (13) is a second-order linear homogeneous differential equation. According to the Hurwitz stability criterion, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the stable attenuation of Equation (13) are $M > 0$ and $N > 0$. Thus,

$$[A_S] = \frac{L_T A_T}{2gH_1(\alpha_w + \alpha_k + \alpha_v)} \quad (14)$$

$$H_0 > 3h_{w0} + 3h_{m0} + (h_{2-5})_0 + 2(h_{2-5})_0 \quad (15)$$

Equation (14) is an expression of the critical stable section considering the influences of the throttled orifice and the velocity head at the bottom of the ST. In actual engineering projects, to ensure the stability of the ST, it is often necessary to consider a certain safety factor. The stable cross-sectional area of the upstream ST of a power station can be determined as follows.

$$[A_S] > \frac{KL_T A_T}{2gH_1(\alpha_w + \alpha_k + \alpha_v)} \quad (16)$$

where $K$ is the safety coefficient and usually takes a value of 1.0–1.1. Note that Equation (16) implies that the hydropower station operates separately. When considering the interaction between the ST oscillations and the power systems, it is theoretically helpful to attenuate the WLO in the ST.

If the influences of the throttled orifice and the velocity head at the bottom of the ST are ignored; that is, if $\alpha_k = 0$, $\alpha_v = 0$, then Equation (16) can be converted into

$$[A_S] > \frac{KL_T A_T}{2gH_1} \quad (17)$$

where $H_1' = H_0 - h_{w0} - 3h_{m0}$.

Equation (17) is the famous Thoma stability criterion. This formula is a special case of Equation (16) that ignores the influences of the throttled orifice and the velocity head at the bottom of the ST. Based on the Thoma criterion, China’s latest specification considers the effects of the velocity head and takes $\alpha_v = \frac{1}{2g}$, so the following expression is obtained [31,32]:

$$[A_S] > \frac{KL_T A_T}{2gH_1} \quad (18)$$

4. Mathematical Model of Hydropower System

4.1. Modeling the Pipeline System

For a pressurized pipeline, by assuming that the flow velocity is uniformly distributed in the pipe cross section, its dynamic characteristics can be described by the momentum and continuity equations of the flow, which can be expressed by the following partial differential equation [33–39]:

$$\frac{\partial U}{\partial t} + B \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} = C \quad (19)$$
where \( U = \begin{bmatrix} Q \\ h \end{bmatrix} \); \( B = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & gA \\ \frac{a}{2} & 0 \end{bmatrix} \); \( C = \begin{bmatrix} -\frac{\lambda Q}{2OA} \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \); \( Q \) is the discharge, \( m^3/s \); \( h \) is the piezometric head, \( m \); \( a \) is the wave speed, \( m/s \); \( A \) is the cross-sectional area of the pipe, \( m^2 \); \( \lambda \) is the friction coefficient; and \( D \) is the pipe diameter, \( m \).

Equation (19) can be transformed into an ordinary differential equation by using the method of characteristics (MOC). Then, the following equations are obtained by integration [40–42]:

\[
\begin{align*}
C^+ & \quad H_{pi} = C_p - B_p Q_{pi} \\
C^- & \quad H_{pi} = C_m + B_m Q_{pi}
\end{align*}
\]  

(20)

(21)

where \( H_{pi} \) and \( Q_{pi} \) are the head and discharge at time \( t \), respectively; \( C_p = H_{i-1} + BQ_{i-1}, \)
\( C_m = H_{i+1} + BQ_{i+1}, \)
\( B_p = B + R|Q_{i-1}| \) and \( B_m = B + R|Q_{i+1}| \) are known quantities at time \( t - \Delta t \); \( i \) is the number of calculated sections in the pipe; \( B = \frac{a}{gA}, \)
\( R = \frac{\Delta x}{2gDA} \); \( \Delta t \) is the time step, \( s \); \( \Delta x = a\Delta t \) is the space step, \( m \).

4.2. Modeling the Turbine

In the simulation of load rejection, the boundary conditions of hydroelectric generating units include the following equations:

\[
y = y(t)
\]

(22)

\[
H_u = C_p - B_p Q_u
\]

(23)

\[
H_d = C_m + B_m Q_d
\]

(24)

\[
Q_u = Q_d
\]

(25)

\[
Q_u' = f(y, n_1')
\]

(26)

\[
M_u' = f(y, n_1')
\]

(27)

\[
Q_u = Q_u' D_1^2 \sqrt{H_u - H_d + \Delta H}
\]

(28)

\[
n = n_1' \sqrt{\frac{H_u - H_d + \Delta H}{D_1}}
\]

(29)

\[
M = M_u' D_1^3 (H_u - H_d + \Delta H)
\]

(30)

\[
n = n_0 + 0.1875(M + M_0)\Delta t
\]

(31)

where \( \Delta H = \left( \frac{\Delta u}{2gA} - \frac{\Delta d}{2gA} \right) Q_u^2 \); \( y \) is the relative guide vane opening; the subscripts \( u \) and \( d \) are the calculated boundary points at the runner inlet and outlet, respectively; \( n_1', Q_u', M_u' \) and \( M_r' \) represent the unit speed (rpm), unit discharge (\( m^3/s \)) and unit torque (N·m); \( D_1 \) is the runner diameter, \( m \); \( n \) is the rotational speed, rpm; \( M \) is the torque, N·m; \( GD^2 \) is the flywheel torque, N·m².

4.3. Modeling the ST

Since the flow inertia and hydraulic loss in the water conveyance tunnel are much larger than those in the ST, the friction head loss in the ST can be neglected and the piezometric head at the bottom node of the ST is approximately equal to the sum of the water level and the head loss of the throttled orifice. Then, the boundary conditions of the throttled ST include the following equations:

\[
H_S = H_{SO} + \frac{(Q_S + Q_{SO})}{2A_S} \Delta t
\]

(32)

\[
H_p = H_S + \alpha_S |Q_S| Q_S
\]

(33)
According to Equations (16)–(18), the corresponding stable cross-sectional areas are calculated by the three stability criteria increase with increases in head loss of the tunnel and ST. The value calculated by the Chinese specification (Equation (18)) and the Thoma criterion, the hydropower station can still be operated stably. The value obtained by the proposed criterion (Equation (16)) is the smallest. Compared with the Thoma criterion, the water level oscillation period in the ST can be expressed as follows [22]:

\[
T = 2\pi \sqrt{\frac{LTA_s}{gA_T}}
\]

where \(T\) is the water level oscillation period, s.

5. Sensitivity of the Influencing Factors

Equation (17) shows that the factors affecting the stable cross-sectional area of the upstream ST are \(L_T\), \(A_T\), \(H_0\), \(Q_0\), \(\alpha_w\), \(\alpha_s\), \(\alpha_p\) and \(h_{m0}\). To analyze the sensitivity of these influencing factors, the baseline values are selected based on reasonable assumptions as follows: \(L_T = 1000\) m, \(A_T = 40\) m\(^2\), \(H_0 = 200\) m, \(Q_0 = 50\) m\(^3\)/s, \(\alpha_w = 0.118\), \(\alpha_s = 0.060\), \(\alpha_p = 0.041\), \(h_{m0} = 2.00\) m and \((h_{2-3})_0 = 0.01\) m. For safety concerns, \(K\) takes a value of 1.1. According to Equations (16)–(18), the corresponding stable cross-sectional areas are \([A_S] = 52.81\) m\(^2\), \([A_S] = 97.79\) m\(^2\) and \([A_S] = 68.35\) m\(^2\); the maximum and minimum values of each influencing factor are obtained by taking \(1 \pm 20\%\) of the baseline values. Figure 2 shows the variation in the stable cross-sectional area of the ST with various influencing factors under different stability criteria. The sensitivity analysis for each influencing factor is shown in Table 1. Figure 2 and Table 1 demonstrate that the stable cross-sectional areas \([A_S]\) of the ST calculated by the different stability criteria are obviously different. The \([A_S]\) value calculated by the Thoma criterion (Equation (17)) is the largest, followed by the \([A_S]\) value calculated by the criterion used in the Chinese specification (Equation (18)) and the \([A_S]\) value obtained by the proposed criterion (Equation (16)) is the smallest. Compared with the Thoma criterion, the \([A_S]\) value of the ST corresponding to the proposed criterion in this paper is even reduced by 46%. This is consistent with the previous view that by reasonably selecting the speed governor parameters, when the size of the ST is less than that of the Thoma criterion, the hydropower station can still be operated stably. The \([A_S]\) values calculated by the three stability criteria increase with increases in \(L_T\) and \(A_T\) and decrease with increases in \(H_0\) and \(\alpha_w\). Among the calculated cross-sectional areas, \([A_S]\) is the most sensitive to changes in \(A_T\) because the mass of water exchanged between the

\[
\begin{align*}
H_p &= C_{p2} - B_{p2}Q_2 \\
H_p &= C_{m3} + B_{m3}Q_3
\end{align*}
\]

where the subscripts 2 and 3 represent the outlet section of the headrace tunnel and the inlet section of the penstock, respectively.

Let

\[
C_1 = \frac{H_{30} + \frac{0.5Q_{30}A_3}{B_{m3}} - C_{m3}}{B_{m3}} - \frac{C_{p2}\left(H_{30} + \frac{0.5Q_{30}A_3}{B_{p2}}\right)}{B_{p2}}
\]

and

\[
C_2 = \alpha_S\left(\frac{1}{B_{m3}} + \frac{1}{B_{p2}}\right)
\]

and

\[
C_3 = \frac{0.5A_T}{A_S}
\]

(\(\frac{1}{B_{m3}} + \frac{1}{B_{p2}}\)) − 1. Thus, the following equation can be obtained:

\[
F_1 = C_1 + C_2Q_5|Q_S| + C_3Q_S = 0
\]

The Newton–Raphson method is used to solve for \(Q_S\), which is substituted back to obtain the variables \(H_S\), \(H_p\), \(Q_2\) and \(Q_3\).

When the head losses of the tunnel and ST are ignored, the tunnel-ST system is an undamped system. Thus, the WLO period in the ST can be expressed as follows [22]:

\[
T = 2\pi \sqrt{\frac{LTA_s}{gA_T}}
\]
reservoir and the ST increases with the increase of \( A_T \), which requires a larger ST to ensure the stability of WLO and the change range is more than 23%; this is followed by \( H_0 \), for which the change range is more than 17%; finally, the changes in \( Q_0 \) and \( h_{m0} \) have little effect on \( [A_S] \), with the change range being no more than 1.4%. For the Thoma criterion and Chinese specification criterion, the calculated \([A_S]\) values are independent of \( \alpha_k \) and \( \alpha_v \), whereas for the stability criterion proposed in this paper, \([A_S]\) is inversely related to both \( \alpha_k \) and \( \alpha_v \) and the changes in which can cause maximum variations of 5.8% and 3.9% in \([A_S]\), respectively. Note that the Chinese specification criterion actually considers the influence of \( \alpha_v \), but it regards \( \alpha_v \) as a constant value of \( \frac{1}{2g} \). Therefore, compared with the Thoma criterion, the Chinese specification criterion can still safely reduce the size of the ST to a certain extent. For the ST stability criterion introduced in this paper, the sensitivity ranking of each influencing factor is \( A_T > H_0 > L_T > \alpha_w > \alpha_k > \alpha_v > Q_0 > h_{m0} \).
Figure 2. $[A_S]$ change process with respect to each influencing factor: (a) $L_T$. (b) $A_T$. (c) $H_0$. (d) $Q_0$. (e) $\alpha_w$. (f) $\alpha_k$. (g) $\alpha_c$. (h) $h_{m0}$.

Table 1. Sensitivity analysis results of the various influencing factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_T$</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>+3.7</td>
<td>+8.2</td>
<td>+10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>−5.1</td>
<td>−10.2</td>
<td>−12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_T$</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>+28.8</td>
<td>+26.0</td>
<td>+24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>−26.7</td>
<td>−24.8</td>
<td>−23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>−17.1</td>
<td>−17.1</td>
<td>−17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>+26.0</td>
<td>+26.0</td>
<td>+26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_0$</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>+1.4</td>
<td>+1.4</td>
<td>+1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_w$</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>−16.7</td>
<td>−12.2</td>
<td>−9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>+25.0</td>
<td>+16.2</td>
<td>+12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_k$</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_c$</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{m0}$</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>+0.6</td>
<td>+0.6</td>
<td>+0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Case Study

6.1. Case 1

To test the practicability of the ST stability criterion proposed in this paper and compare the above three criteria, based on the engineering example shown in Figure 3, numerical simulations of the small oscillation hydraulic transient of a hydropower station are carried out and the WLO in the ST is analyzed. The water level difference between the upper and lower reservoirs is 315.0 m. The complete characteristic curves of the turbine are shown in Figure 4 and the design parameters of the pipeline and the turbine are shown in Table 2. The power station is equipped with a throttled headrace ST and the throttled orifice diameter is 4.0 m. The cross-sectional areas of the ST determined by the proposed criterion in this paper, the Thoma criterion and the stability criterion used in the Chinese specification are $[A_S] = 54.16$ m$^2$, $[A_S] = 67.82$ m$^2$ and $[A_S] = 60.14$ m$^2$, respectively.
Using the method of characteristics (MOC), numerical simulations of the one-dimensional hydraulic transient are carried out for the following two kinds of small oscillation operating conditions. Through steady-state calculation, the initial conditions under these two operating conditions are obtained: The initial net heads of the turbine are 311.96 m and 311.71 m; the initial discharges are 82.14 m/s and 85.30 m/s; the initial outputs are 206.64 MW and 229.6 MW, respectively; and the initial water levels of the ST are 312.96 m and 312.79 m, respectively. The WLO results of the ST are compared under different stable cross-sectional areas of the ST, as shown in Figure 5, and the corresponding WLO extreme values and oscillation periods are shown in Table 3.
Working condition 1: The turbine unit is at 90% of the rated output and after 5 s of stable operation, it suddenly increases to the rated output.

Working condition 2: The turbine unit is at the rated output, but the output is suddenly reduced by 10% of the rated load after 5 s of stable operation.

Figure 5 demonstrates that for the cross-sectional areas of the ST obtained by these three stability criteria, the water levels of the ST can all be gradually attenuated under the above two small oscillation conditions and finally become stable. The stable cross-sectional area of the ST calculated by the proposed criterion in this paper is 54.16 m², which is 20% lower than that of the Thoma criterion and 10% lower than that of the Chinese specification criterion; moreover, the maximum oscillation amplitude is larger than those of the other two formulas (increased by 10.4% and 4.2%, respectively) under both working conditions. Namely, a 20% smaller surge tank may result in 10.4% larger oscillations and a 10% smaller surge tank result in 4.2% larger oscillations. This indicates that the ST stability criterion proposed in this paper can effectively reduce the size of the ST under the premise of ensuring stable WLOs, which is conducive to ensuring the stability of the surrounding rock of the underground cavern and reducing construction costs. In addition, according to the theoretical WLO period of the ST (Equation (38)), the WLO periods under the stability criterion proposed in this paper, Thoma criterion and the stability criterion used in Chinese specification are 156.87 s, 165.30 s and 175.53 s, respectively. The relative error between these theoretical WLO periods of the ST and the numerically simulated values are less than 0.65%, which also reflects the accuracy of the numerical simulations.

The throttled ST is formed by connecting the bottom of the cylindrical ST to the tunnel and penstock with a short rising pipe. The local head loss of the water flowing through the bottom of the ST is reduced when the ST is equipped with a throttled orifice; that is, $a_k$ is reduced, which is not conducive to the stability of the WLO in the ST. However, the...
stability of the oscillation can be increased by means of the partial velocity head \((a_v)\) at the bottom of the ST.

To analyze the WLO of the ST with the \([A_S]\) calculated by the proposed criterion in this paper in the case of large oscillations, a numerical simulation is carried out under the condition of 100% load rejection and the result is shown in Figure 6. For the transient process of 100% load rejection, an ST designed according to the proposed criterion can still ensure the stability of the WLO in the ST. The oscillation period of the water level in the surge tank under large oscillation condition is 159.01 s, which is only 0.8% higher than that under small oscillation condition. This is because the water hammer phenomenon is essentially different from the oscillation phenomenon of the water level in the ST. The WLOs in the STs are mass waves caused by large amounts of water moving between the ST and the reservoir, while the water hammer phenomenon in the pressurized pipeline is an elastic wave caused by the compression of the water body and pipe wall. Therefore, the impact of water hammer waves on the WLO period can be ignored.

![Figure 6. WLO process of the ST in case 1 under 100% load rejection.](image)

6.2. Case 2

To further verify that the stability criterion proposed in this paper can safely reduce the size of the ST, a pumped storage power station with headrace ST is selected as another verification object. Its layout diagram and complete characteristic curves of the pump-turbine are presented in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. The water conservancy system is made of a 290 m long pressure headrace tunnel, a throttled headrace ST, a common penstock of about 1215 m long and 6.2 m of diameter connected to two pump-turbines, a common draft tube extension of about 135 m long connected to a throttled tailrace ST, a pressure tailrace tunnel of about 713 m long and 7.4 m of diameter connected to a gate shaft and a 45 m long tailrace diffusion section. The design parameters of the pipeline and the pump-turbine are shown in Table 4. The cross-sectional areas of the throttled headrace ST calculated by the proposed criterion in this paper, the Thoma criterion and the Chinese specification criterion are 14.41 m², 36.84 m² and 17.44 m², respectively. Namely, the \([A_S]\) values corresponding to the proposed criterion and the Chinese specification criterion are 39.1% and 47.3% of the \([A_S]\) value corresponding to the Thomas criterion, respectively.
Similarly, the MOC method is used to simulate two small oscillation operating conditions: (1) The two units suddenly increase the load by 10% after operating at rated load for 5 s; (2) the two units suddenly decrease the load by 10% after operating at rated load for 5 s. The initial water level of the headrace ST is 674.7 m and the initial discharge of the headrace tunnel is 171.4 m$^3$/s. The WLO results of the headrace ST are compared under different $[A_S]$ values, as shown in Figure 9. The WLO extreme values and the periods are presented in Table 5. Figure 9 demonstrates that the cross-sectional size of the ST designed according to the three criteria can all keep the WLO stable and gradually attenuate with time under
the both small oscillation conditions. Compared with the \( A_S \) values calculated by the Thoma criterion and the Chinese specification criterion, the \( A_S \) obtained by the proposed criterion is reduced by more than 60% and 17%, whereas the maximum amplitude of the WLO is only increased by 14.3% and 4.3%, respectively. It shows that the long used Thoma criterion for calculating the \( A_S \) value is overly conservative since it does not include the two influencing factors (\( \alpha_k \) and \( \alpha_b \)). Since the influence of velocity head at the bottom of the ST is considered in the Chinese specification, the design size of the ST can also be reduced to a certain extent, but it is still conservative. For the proposed criterion and the Chinese specification criterion, the theoretical WLO periods are close to the simulated one and the relative deviation is no more than 1.2%. However, for the Thoma criterion, theoretical WLO period is quite different from the simulated period because when the cross-sectional area of the ST is large, the head losses of the pressure tunnel and the ST should not be ignored.

![Figure 9. WLO process of the headrace ST in case 2: (a) Working condition 1. (b) Working condition 2.](image)

**Table 5.** Extreme values and periods of WLO in the headrace ST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stability Criteria</th>
<th>Working Condition 1</th>
<th>Working Condition 2</th>
<th>Theoretical Period of WLO/s</th>
<th>Simulated Period of WLO/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Water Level/m</td>
<td>Minimum Water Level/m</td>
<td>Maximum Water Level/m</td>
<td>Minimum Water Level/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed criterion</td>
<td>675.20</td>
<td>674.12</td>
<td>675.42</td>
<td>674.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoma criterion</td>
<td>675.17</td>
<td>674.19</td>
<td>675.33</td>
<td>674.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese specification criterion</td>
<td>675.19</td>
<td>674.13</td>
<td>675.39</td>
<td>674.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine whether the cross-sectional area of the ST designed according to the proposed criterion can meet the requirements of stable WLO in the ST during the large oscillation transient process, it is necessary to simulate the control condition of 100% load rejection and the result is presented in Figure 10. It shows that the ST designed according to the proposed criterion can still ensure the WLO in the ST stable and attenuated under the condition of 100% load rejection. The maximum amplitude of WLO is 18.14 m and the period is 18.07 s. The relative deviation of WLO periods between large oscillation condition and small oscillation conditions is 0.3%. Due to the limitation of topography and geological
conditions, the headrace ST in this case is set far away from the units. If conditions permit, moving the ST close to the units, i.e., increasing $L_T$ can effectively reduce the water hammer pressure and improve the regulation performance of the units. However, the sensitivity analysis in Section 5 demonstrates that the $[A_S]$ value corresponding to the proposed criteria will increase as $L_T$ increases and the increase rate exceeds the other two criteria, resulting in larger design size of the ST. Therefore, coordinating this contradiction is usually undertaken as part of the hydraulic transient analysis of the hydropower system.

![Proposed criterion](image)

**Figure 10.** WLO process of the headrace ST in case 2 under 100% load rejection.

7. Conclusions

To investigate the small oscillation stability of the STs, this paper conducts a theoretical derivation to establish a new formula for the critical stability section of an ST considering the influences of the throttled orifice and the velocity head at the bottom of the ST. The sensitivity of each influencing factor is analyzed and several stability criteria of STs are compared and analyzed through one-dimensional numerical simulations of the hydraulic transients of a hydropower station. The following conclusions are obtained:

1. The Thoma stability criterion ignores the influences of the throttled orifice and the velocity head at the bottom of the ST on the stability of the ST, resulting in a large and conservatively calculated stable cross-sectional size of the ST. The Chinese specification considers the influences of the velocity head at the bottom of the ST, which can reduce the design size of the ST to a certain extent, but the buffering effect of the throttled orifice is neglected.

2. According to the stability criterion of the ST proposed in this paper, the stable cross-sectional area of the ST increases with increases in $L_T$ and $A_T$ and decreases with increases in $H_0$ and $\alpha_w$. The sensitivity order of the influencing factors is $A_T > H_0 > L_T > \alpha_w > \alpha_k > \alpha_p > Q_0 > h_{\text{mg}}$.

3. The study of case 1 demonstrates that the stable cross-sectional area of the ST corresponding to the proposed criterion is reduced by 20% compared with the Thoma criterion and by 10% compared with the criterion used in the Chinese specification, but the maximum oscillation amplitude is only 10.4% and 4.2% larger than that of both criteria, respectively. The study of case 2 shows that compared with the $[A_S]$ values calculated by the Thoma criterion and the Chinese specification criterion, the $[A_S]$ obtained by the proposed criterion is reduced by more than 60% and 17%, while the maximum amplitude of the WLO is only increased by 14.3% and 4.3%, respectively. These indicate that the long
used Thoma criterion for calculating the \( A_S \) value is overly conservative since it does not include the two influencing factors \( (k_1 \) and \( x_4) \). The proposed ST stability criterion can effectively reduce the size of the ST while ensuring the stable oscillation of the water level in the ST under small oscillation conditions, which is beneficial to ensuring the stability of the surrounding rock of underground caverns and reducing construction costs. The proposed stability criterion can thus provide guidance for the preliminary design of STs.

4) The proposed criterion can also ensure the stability of the WLO in the ST under large oscillation conditions. Compared with that under small oscillation conditions, the variation in the WLO period of the ST under large oscillation conditions is no more than 0.8%, indicating that the impact of water hammer waves on the WLO period can be ignored.
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Abbreviations

\( A \) cross-sectional area of the pipe, \( \text{m}^2 \)
\( A_T \) cross-sectional area of the headrace tunnel, \( \text{m}^2 \)
\( A_S \) cross-sectional area of the surge tank, \( \text{m}^2 \)
\( a \) wave speed, \( \text{m/s} \)
\( D_S \) cross-section diameter of the surge tank, \( \text{m} \)
\( D \) pipe diameter, \( \text{m} \)
\( D_1 \) runner diameter, \( \text{m} \)
\( f_S \) loss coefficient of the surge tank
\( g \) gravitational constant of acceleration, \( \text{m/s}^2 \)
\( H \) total water head, \( \text{m} \)
\( H_s \) water level in the surge tank, \( \text{m} \)
\( H_p \) piezometric head at the bottom node of the surge tank, \( \text{m} \)
\( h \) piezometric head, \( \text{m} \)
\( h_v \) velocity head, \( \text{m} \)
\( h_w \) head loss of the headrace tunnel, \( \text{m} \)
\( h_m \) head loss of the penstock, \( \text{m} \)
\( h_{2,5} \) local head loss between sections 2-2 and 5-5, \( \text{m} \)
\( h_{2,3} \) local head loss between sections 2-2 and 3-3, \( \text{m} \)
\( h_{5,3} \) local head loss between sections 5-5 and 3-3, \( \text{m} \)
\( k \) kinetic energy correction factor
\( K \) safety coefficient
\( L_S \) water depth in the surge tank, \( \text{m} \)
\( L_T \) length of the pressure headrace tunnel, \( \text{m} \)
\begin{align*}
M'_1 & \text{ unit torque, N} \cdot \text{m} \\
M & \text{ torque, N} \cdot \text{m} \\
n'_1 & \text{ unit speed, rpm} \\
n & \text{ rotational speed, rpm} \\
P & \text{ pressure, Pa} \\
Q'_1 & \text{ unit discharge, m}^3/\text{s} \\
Q & \text{ turbine discharge, m}^3/\text{s} \\
Q_T & \text{ discharge in the headrace tunnel, m}^3/\text{s} \\
Q_S & \text{ discharge into and out of the surge tank, m}^3/\text{s} \\
T & \text{ water level oscillation period, s} \\
V_T & \text{ cross-sectional average velocity of the headrace tunnel, m/s} \\
V_S & \text{ cross-sectional average velocity in the surge tank, m/s} \\
y & \text{ relative guide vane opening} \\
Z & \text{ altitude, m} \\
Z_S & \text{ water level difference between the surge tank and upper reservoir, m} \\
\alpha_v & \text{ velocity head coefficient} \\
\alpha_w & \text{ headrace tunnel loss coefficient} \\
\alpha_k & \text{ surge tank loss coefficient} \\
\rho & \text{ water density, kg/m}^3 \\
\tau & \text{ shear stress, Pa} \\
\lambda & \text{ friction coefficient} \\
\mu & \text{ discharge coefficient of the throttled orifice} \\
\omega & \text{ cross-sectional area of the orifice, m}^2 \\
\Delta Q & \text{ minute discharge change, m}^3/\text{s} \\
\Delta V_T & \text{ minute velocity change in the headrace tunnel, m/s} \\
\Delta t & \text{ time step, s} \\
\Delta x & \text{ space step, m} \\
GD^2 & \text{ flywheel torque, N} \cdot \text{m}^2 \\
0 & \text{ steady flow condition} \\
1 & \text{ surface section of the upper reservoir} \\
2 & \text{ outlet section of the headrace tunnel} \\
3 & \text{ inlet section of the penstock} \\
4 & \text{ surface section of the surge tank} \\
5 & \text{ bottom section of the surge tank} \\
i & \text{ serial number of the calculated section in the pipe} \\
u & \text{ calculated boundary points at the runner inlet} \\
d & \text{ calculated boundary points at the runner outlet}
\end{align*}
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